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A first database implemented on a remote device Such as a 
handheld computer may be reconciled with a corresponding 
second database implemented on a host computer during 
execution of an application program on the handheld device. 
In addition, the application program may be executed accord 
ing to program instructions stored in an application program 
file located in the remote device. The databases may be rec 
onciled by first commencing execution of the application 
program. Then, during the course of program execution, a 
synchronization instruction located in said application pro 
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differences between the first database and the second data 
base are reconciled. Furthermore, embodiments of the inven 
tion contemplate that in addition to reconciling all of the 
databases located on the handheld and host computers, less 
than all of the databases may be reconciled to reduce the 
amount of time required to execute the reconciliation process. 
In addition, after reconciliation control may be returned to the 
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16, 2000. determined by the application designer. 
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RUN-TIME ENGINE IMPLEMENTED ON A 
COMPUTING DEVICE ALLOWING 

SYNCHRONIZATION OF RECORDS DURING 
APPLICATION EXECUTION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. The present invention relates generally to run-time 
engines implemented on computing devices. More particu 
larly, the present invention relates to a run-time engine imple 
mentable on handheld computing devices such as personal 
digital assistants and utilizable for reconciling any or all of a 
number of databases implemented on a remote device with 
corresponding databases implemented on a host computing 
device during execution of an application program. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. In the last few years, the popularity of small, mobile, 
hand-held remote computing devices, sometimes referred to 
as palmtop computers or personal digital assistants (PDAs), 
has grown considerably. Owing to their compact size, these 
remote devices are easily carried and transported by their 
users, allowing information to be entered and retrieved from 
a large number of settings and environments not normally 
accessible by traditional desktop computing units. 
0003. Early generation PDAs offered very limited func 
tionality and were often restricted to serving as personal 
organizers or datebooks. Indeed, some early models grew out 
of scientific calculators, and were limited by tiny amounts of 
memory and equally Small text-only LCD screens. Since 
then, PDAs have become much more powerful with some 
running versions of operating systems utilized previously 
only in much larger desktop computers. 
0004 While many of these handheld devices were 
intended to operate as stand alone units, other PDAs were 
incorporated into larger systems which allowed the free flow 
of data and information between the PDA and a host comput 
ing system or personal computer. In this manner, the PDA and 
host computing system were provided with the ability to 
synchronize or reconcile differences between databases 
implemented on the individual components. For example, 
applications such as calendar or address books were devel 
oped that allowed the implementation of corresponding data 
bases on both the PDA and the host computing system. Each 
instance of the calendar or address book application was 
capable of taking new or modifying existing appointments or 
addresses. Then, the PDAs could be interfaced with the host 
computing system or personal computer to update changes or 
entries entered in one database onto the other. 
0005. As the versatility and computing power of these 
PDAS increased, more and more business applications were 
developed for their use. For instance, later generation PDAs 
were extremely popular for use as industrial data-gathering 
devices. As one example, after implementing a warehouse 
inventory application onto a PDA and host computing sys 
tem, the PDA could be carried into the warehouse for the 
collection of inventory data. After finishing the data collec 
tion, the PDAs could be interfaced with the desktop units or 
main computing servers to upload the information into a 
central location. 
0006. However, while these systems were tremendously 
useful for gathering data from remote environments, the 
uploading of data typically required an action on the part of 
the application user. For instance, the user was typically 
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required to physically place the PDA into a cradle attached to, 
e.g., the host computing system, and press a synchronization 
button before database reconciliation could commence. If a 
user failed to remember to commence reconciliation, valu 
able data could be received late or even lost. Thus, because 
commencement of the synchronization process was left to the 
application user, the uploading of data to a central database 
location often did not meet the time constraints imposed by 
the application designers. 
0007 Furthermore, conventional synchronization pro 
cesses generally reconciled all of the databases implemented 
in the PDA and host computing system. For example, with 
each synchronization operationall of the updated information 
in a calendar database, an address book application, any 
newly generated memos, a "To-Do List', as well as a ware 
house inventory application were reconciled. Needless to say, 
this process was unduly burdensome and rather inefficient in 
situations where the only information desired consisted of the 
newly updated data gathered by the warehouse application. 
0008 Thus, it can be seen that conventional reconciliation 
processes are particularly inefficient in today's fast-paced 
business environment. Consequently, what is needed is a 
reconciliation technique that allows an application program 
to initiate the synchronization process. Similarly, what would 
also be useful is a reconciliation technique that allows the 
reconciliation of a selected group of databases implemented 
in the PDAs and host computing systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. The present invention addresses the above problems 
by providing a reconciliation process which allows synchro 
nization of at least one database of a plurality of databases 
implemented on a handheld computer with at least one data 
base of a plurality of databases implemented on a host com 
puter during execution of an application program on said 
handheld device. Thus, an application designer may deter 
mine when synchronization is to occur by writing synchro 
nization commands into the application program code. In this 
manner, the integrity of the data is not dependant upon the 
application user. In addition, the present invention also allows 
the reconciliation of less than all of the databases imple 
mented on the handheld and host computers. By doing so, a 
Substantial time savings may be realized. At least for certain 
envisioned aspects, embodiments of the present invention 
contemplate that communication between the handheld 
device and host computer is of a wireless variety, thus allow 
ing the synchronization to occur without the need to place the 
handheld device in a cradle. 
0010. In particular, embodiments of the present invention 
contemplate that a first database implemented on a remote 
device such as a handheld computer may be reconciled with a 
corresponding second database implemented on a host com 
puter during execution of an application program on the hand 
held device. The application program may be executed 
according to program instructions stored in an application 
program file located in the remote device. The databases may 
be reconciled by, e.g., first commencing execution of the 
application program and/or during the course of program 
execution. In either situation, a synchronization instruction 
located in said application program file is retrieved for the 
purpose. In executing the synchronization instruction, a com 
munications link is established between the handheld com 
puter and the host computer. Subsequently, any differences 
between the first database and the second database are recon 
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ciled. Furthermore, embodiments of the invention contem 
plate that, in addition to reconciling all of the databases 
located on the handheld and host computers, less than all of 
the databases may be reconciled to reduce the amount of time 
required to execute the reconciliation process. In addition, 
after reconciliation has occurred, control may be returned to 
the calling application program, or to another application, as 
determined by the application designer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011 Various objects, features, and advantages of the 
present invention can be more fully appreciated as the same 
become better understood with reference to the following 
detailed description of the present invention when considered 
in connection with the accompanying drawings, in which: 
0012 FIG. 1A illustrates a number of computing compo 
nents capable of implementing a runtime engine of the 
present invention; 
0013 FIG. 1B is a block diagram representation of the 
various computing processes of the components of FIG. 1A 
utilizable for implementing and for use with the run-time 
engine of the present invention; 
0014 FIG. 2 depicts one example of a process utilizable 
for designing and preparing an application for execution by 
the run-time engine of the present invention; 
0015 FIGS. 3A-3D depicts one example of a control pro 
cess utilizable by the run-time engine of the present invention 
for executing an application program; 
0016 FIG. 4 depicts one example of a process utilizable 
by the run-time engine of the present invention for executing 
a particular piece of code; 
0017 FIG. 5A depicts one example of a process utilizable 
for implementing a synchronization command for reconcil 
ing one or more databases implemented on, for example, the 
components depicted in FIG. 1A: 
0018 FIG. 5B depicts one example of a process utilizable 
for implementing a synchronization command with a param 
eter for reconciling any or all of the databases implemented 
on, for example, the components depicted in FIG. 1A: 
0019 FIG. 6 depicts one example of a process utilizable 
by the run-time engine of the present invention for launching, 
for example, the synchronization command of FIGS. 5A or 
5B; and 
0020 FIG. 7 is a high-level block diagram depicting 
aspects of computing devices contemplated as part of, and for 
use with, embodiments of the present invention, such as a 
central computer and a personal digital assistant. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0021 Referring to FIG. 1A, a remote device or computer, 
for example, a portable computer or personal digital assistant 
(PDA) 100, is utilized in conjunction with a host server (PC) 
110, which may include, for example, a desktop or personal 
computer, to implement a number of aspects of the present 
invention. Examples of PDA 100 may include any of a num 
ber of handheld devices such as those offered by Palm, Inc. of 
Santa Clara, California, including, for example, Palm VIITM 
devices. Examples of PC 110, on the other hand, include any 
of a number of different types of computers, such as those 
having PentiumTM-based processors as manufactured by Intel 
Corporation of Santa Clara, California. 
0022. In the example of FIG. 1A, PDA 100 interfaces with 
PC 110 via cradle 120 to facilitate the transmission of data 
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therebetween. In this regard, cradle 120 may be connected to 
PC 110 by a communications link, such as a direct cable 
connected to a serial port located in PC 110, or the like. In 
addition, communication between PDA 100 and PC 110 may 
also occur remotely via one or more wireless networks 130 
including, for example, wireless LANS/WANs, the Internet, 
intranets, or the like. In this manner, application programs as 
well as information or data stored in database tables and the 
like may be communicated between PDA 100 and PC 110. 
0023 Referring to FIG. 1B, one example of a number of 
computing processes and components utilizable for imple 
menting aspects of the present invention is illustrated. As will 
be discussed below, embodiments of the present invention 
contemplate that PC 110 may be utilized to design and build 
any number of application programs 116 which may then be 
transmitted to PDA 100 for implementation and execution 
therein. More particularly, design of the application programs 
typical occurs through use of an integrated design environ 
ment (IDE) 112, after which the application program may be 
stored or packaged into application program files. In turn, the 
application program files may be transmitted to PDA 100, 
where the application programs may be executed using a 
run-time engine 102. 
0024. IDE 112 functions generally as a developmental tool 
for designing and building application programs 116 to be 
executed on PDA 100. For instance, an application designer 
may utilize IDE 112to, for example, design any of the screens 
that may appear on PDA 100, define forms to be displayed, 
and indicate the source of data for each entry in the form. 
Similarly, the designer, may also dictate or determine the 
behavior of an application program. For instance, the 
designer may generate or input the code or instructions that 
control the processing of each application program. As one 
example, the designer may wish to associate a button dis 
played on a screen with a name capture process. Thus, the 
designer may first draw or design the screen that contains the 
button for launching the name capture process. Subsequently, 
the designer may write the code that executes after the button 
is pushed or tapped by an application user. Then, during 
execution of the application, any taps to that button launch the 
code written by the designer for reading stylus inputs or 
keystrokes. In addition to allowing the manual generation of 
code by an application designer (e.g., by typing instructions 
one-by-one on a keyboard), embodiments of the present 
invention contemplate that IDE 112 also provides a visual or 
menu driven code generation environment that allows a 
designer to select an action from a list of possible actions 
written or described in plain English. 
0025. In response to the designer's selection, the actual 
command.or instruction is provided to the designer for asso 
ciation with a form or button. As such, a designer need not 
memorize each command or instruction. Instead, the designer 
may utilize this menu driven code generation feature to assist 
in selecting the actual code to be implemented. For example, 
at Some point during execution of the application program, a 
designer may wish to jump from one form to a second after 
tapping a button. To generate this code, the designer may 
manually type a “NextScreen” command along with one or 
more operands. In the alternative, using the above menu 
driven code generation feature, the designer may select the 
action “Jump to a form listed in a pull-down menu. In 
response, IDE 112 provides the actual instruction 
“NextScreen, which may then be associated with the button 
by the designer. 
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0026. Embodiments of the present invention also contem 
plate the provision of a synchronization command or instruc 
tion which may be incorporated by a designer at any point into 
an application program. In particular, the synchronization 
command allows an application program to initiate reconcili 
ation between one or more databases implemented on PDA 
100 and PC 110. In a first example, a synchronization com 
mand without parameters reconciles all of the databases 
implemented on PDA 100 with corresponding databases 
implemented on PC 110. For instance, on a PDA having an 
address book database and a calendar database, execution of 
the synchronization command without parameters reconciles 
any differences between the address book and calendar data 
bases implemented on PDA 100 and the corresponding data 
bases implemented on PC 110. 
0027. In addition, the synchronization command may also 
be written and executed with one or more parameters. For 
instance, the designer may include one or more specific data 
bases as parameters. As a result, only those databases 
included as parameters would be reconciled. Thus, using the 
example discussed above, execution of this command with 
the address book database as a parameter reconciles only the 
address book databases. In this manner, by not having to 
reconcile all of the databases implemented on PDA 100 and 
PC 110, a tremendous time savings may be realized. In addi 
tion, other parameters may also be included. For example, a 
designer may determine where control of processing is to be 
passed after completion of the synchronization command. To 
do so, the designer includes one or more application pro 
grams, with or without databases to be reconciled, as aparam 
eter with the synchronization command. By doing so, after 
reconciliation, control may be returned to the calling appli 
cation program or to some other application altogether. Thus, 
the designer may indicate that control is to return to the 
calling process after reconciliation. Similarly, the designer 
may indicate that control is to be delivered to another appli 
cation program after reconciliation, including, for instance an 
application launch screen. 
0028. In accordance with the principles of the present 
invention, the execution of these synchronization instructions 
calls a synchronization program or sync process 104 located 
on PDA 100. In response, sync process 104 calls a synchro 
nization program or sync process 114 located on PC 110. 
Sync processes 104 and 114 may include any of a number of 
communications processes including, for example, Scout 
SynctM Version 3.5 offered by Aether Systems, Inc. of 
Owings Mills, Maryland. Sync processes 104 and 114 then 
facilitate communication between PDA 100 and PC 110 
using any of a number of transfer mechanisms including, for 
example, Hotsynct M offered by 3Com Corporation. Other 
transfer mechanisms may also be utilized including TCP/IP 
and the like. Whatever the case, sync processes 104 and 114 
facilitate the transfer of a variety of data and information 
between PDA 100 and. PC 110. As one example, the appli 
cation programs designed in PC 110 may be downloaded for 
execution onto PDA 100. Likewise, sync processes 104 and 
114 also allow databases located in PDA 100 to be reconciled 
with corresponding databases located in PC 110, or vice 
Versa. In wireless environments, embodiments of the present 
invention contemplate that reconciliation of the databases 
occurs without any action on the part of the user. Indeed, this 
procedure may take place without the user knowing that rec 
onciliation has occurred. In environments where cradle 120 
must be utilized to interface PDA 100 with PC 110, a message 
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may be displayed on PDA 100 directing the application user 
to place PDA 100 into cradle 120, and to then tap button 
displayed in PDA 100. In this case, the actual data transfer 
would occur after the button has been tapped. 
0029 Referring back to FIG. 1B, as mentioned above, any 
of application programs 116 may be transmitted in an appli 
cation program file to PDA 100 via sync processes 104 and 
114. In particular, after designing and building an application, 
the application and/or any related information may be stored 
or packaged in an application program file and transmitted 
from PC 110 to PDA 100. More specifically, the application 
program file generally includes any application pseudocode, 
forms or table information, screen and menu definitions, and/ 
or any other related application information. In this example, 
the application pseudocode includes any code or instructions 
entered by the application designer during the design phase of 
the application. For instance, application pseudocode may 
include the instructions or details utilized to implement the 
application on PDA 100, as embodied in source code, object 
code, a form of compiled code, or any combination thereof. 
0030. After transmission, each of application programs 
116 may appear as an executable file (e.g., applications 106 
and 108) on PDA 100. To execute one of these application 
programs, an icon representing the application, for example, 
may be tapped. In response, the selected application program 
locates and calls run-time engine 102, which in turn assumes 
responsibility for executing the application. More specifi 
cally, after an application program is launched, runtime 
engine 102 retrieves and executes the instructions and infor 
mation stored in the application program file. In addition to 
these instructions, run-time engine 102 also utilizes informa 
tion Such as screen definitions, menu definitions, and other 
program Scripts to implement the logic of the application. 
Furthermore, much, of the code that actually runs the appli 
cation may be implemented in run-time engine 102. To take 
an add command for inserting a record into a database as an 
example, the add instruction may appear as a simple one line 
command in the application program file. However, execu 
tion of the command may require hundreds of run-time 
instructions. Thus, in this example, run-time engine 102 con 
tains the code used to implement the details involved in actu 
ally referencing the database to add a record. As a result, only 
a small amount of custom code need be generated by the 
designer and included with the application program file. 
0031 Referring to FIG. 2, one example of a process uti 
lizable for preparing an application for execution on PDA 100 
is now described. Using IDE 112 implemented on PC 110, a 
user or application designer initially designs an application 
utilizing, for example, a high-level programming language 
(step 210). As contemplated by embodiments of the present 
invention, the application may be designed so that it utilizes 
one or more databases or tables which may be associated with 
corresponding databases implemented in PC 110. As such, it 
is envisioned that during execution of the application pro 
gram, these databases may require reconciliation or synchro 
nization. Thus, in addition to including information relating 
to the application structure, format, and algorithms for con 
trolling the application, the designer may also input informa 
tion relating to the database tables. With respect to this table 
data, the designer may include the number of fields in each 
record, the type of data that may be stored in the individual 
fields, and any actual data records. Subsequently, this table 
and application data are stored to one or more application 
program files. 
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0032. After the application and/or any related information 
are stored or packaged into an application program file and/or 
one or more table files, the application and/or table files may 
be transmitted from PC 110 to PDA 100 (steps 212 and 214). 
As discussed above, the application program file may include 
application pseudocode, Screen and menu definitions, and/or 
any other related application information. In addition, the 
table file generally includes any table data such as table meta 
data (i.e., the characteristics of the table including the number 
of fields and field type) and any actual data records. Further 
more, if PDA 100 does not already have a copy of runtime 
engine 102, a run-time engine process may now be loaded 
onto PDA 100 to facilitate the execution of any application 
programs (step 216). Subsequently, upon receipt of the appli 
cation program and/or table files, the application program 
may appear as an executable file on PDA 100. For example, 
the application program may appear as a program icon on the 
screen of PDA 100 (step 218). Then, to run or execute the 
application program, the user taps on the corresponding 
screen icon (step 220). 
0033 Turning to FIGS. 3A-3D, one example of a control 
process utilizable by run-time engine 102 for executing an 
application program is described. Initially, as mentioned 
above, an application program is selected for execution by a 
user (step 302). In response, the application program com 
mences processing (step 304), and, in turn, locates and 
executes run-time engine 102 (step 306). Subsequently, con 
trol of the process is transferred to run-time engine 102 (step 
308). From there, run-time engine 102 performs a majority of 
the logic and inspects the application program file only when 
information is needed. For example, while run-time engine 
102 may be able to process the routine functions of the appli 
cation program, it may need to refer to the application pro 
gram file in order to display a particular screen or form. 
0034. After it receives control of the process (step 308), 
run-time engine 102 initializes the application for execution 
(step 310) by reading the application program file to deter 
mine whether any project startup code exists (step 312). This 
project startup code may include instructions for preparing or 
initializing a device for use with the application. As an 
example, an application may require the use of a scanner for 
the collection of data. Thus, with this example, the startup 
code may instruct PDA 100 to have the scanner turned on. 
Consequently, if project startup code exists, it may be 
executed at this time (step 314). On the other hand, if no 
project startup code exists, or after any existing project startup 
code has been executed, run-time engine 102 directs PDA 100 
to display a first form or screen (step 316). 
0035. From there, the process enters an event loop and 
commences processing by waiting for the completion of an 
event (step 318). In addition, it is envisioned that any of a 
number of events may result in or cause the execution of one 
or more program instructions by run-time engine 102. Thus, 
embodiments of the present invention contemplate that any 
number of these events may cause the retrieval and subse 
quent execution of for example, the synchronization com 
mand or the synchronization command with parameters. Sev 
eral examples of these events are discussed below. 
0036. A first example of an event includes the selection of 
a screen object by the application user (step 320). This par 
ticular event may be effected by, for instance, tapping or 
selecting a button or icon displayed by PDA 100. Similarly, 
the user could select a pull-down menu or the like. Whatever 
the case, after selecting the screen object, run-time engine 
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102 checks the application program file for the existence of 
tap code associated with the selected object (step 322). If tap 
code exists, the instructions or code are executed (step 324). 
One example of this tap code includes a process for Switching 
to a different screen or for launching another application or 
Subroutine. Likewise, the tap code could also include a syn 
chronization command resulting in the reconciliation of PC 
110 and PDA 100 databases. In any event, after the tap code 
has been executed processing returns to step 318 and awaits 
another event completion. Still referring to FIG. 3B, another 
possible event includes leaving an edit field (step 326). Here, 
the user has entered or edited information in a record and 
signals that editing is finished by exiting the edit field. In 
response to the completion of this editing event, run-time 
engine 102 checks the application program file for the exist 
ence of any validation code associated with the edit field (step 
328). This validation code allows the application program to 
verify that the entered or edited data complies with any appli 
cation program requirements. For example, the validation 
code may check or confirm that no numbers were entered into 
a character String field, Such as a name field. Furthermore, as 
part of the validation code routine, it may be possible to 
update or reconcile any entered or edited data using the Syn 
chronization commands described above. Thus, if validation 
code exists, the instructions or code are executed (step 330). 
If no validation code exists, or after any existing validation 
code has been executed, processing returns to step 318 and 
awaits another event completion. 
0037. An event completion, may also include the selection 
of a menu item (step 332). In particular, a menu may have 
been displayed in response to, for example, the selection of a 
menu object. The selection of one item in the menu then 
results in the execution of that item (step 334). The item may 
include a processing routine, a synchronization command, or 
another application, and the like. Then after execution of the 
item, processing returns to step 318 for another event comple 
tion. 

0038 Turning now to FIG. 3C, event completions may 
also involve peripheral devices other than the PDA 100 
screen. For instance, the completion of a bar code scan may 
constitute an event completion (step 336). In this case, after 
scanning a piece of information or data, the scanned value 
may be entered or added to a current edit field in PDA 100 
(step 338). Hence, during the execution of for example, a 
warehouse inventory application, a user may be able to Scan 
an identification bar code printed on a piece of warehouse 
inventory, such as a box of soap, resulting in the addition of 
the box of soap's ID number into a database table. Subsequent 
to entering the scanned value into the edit field, run-time 
engine 102 checks the application program file to see whether 
any validation code associated with the edit field exists (step 
340). Like the example described above, the validation code 
may be used to Verify that the scanned or entered data com 
plies with application requirements. For example, it may be 
possible to confirm that only ID numbers relating to Soap are 
entered into soap fields. If validation code exists, the instruc 
tions or code are executed (step 342). After any validation 
code has been executed, including, for example, any synchro 
nization commands, processing returns to step 318 and awaits 
another event completion. 
0039. Other possible events depicted in FIG. 3C include 
special events such as entering a character or pen up and pen 
down events. Entering a character into PDA 100 (step 344) 
allows a user to enter text during execution of an application. 
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For instance, a Survey form could require that the user entera 
name or address. Like the above examples, any number of 
special event codes can be associated with one or more char 
acters during the design of the application. Therefore, after a 
character is entered, run-time engine 102 checks for the exist 
ence of special event code in, for example, the application 
program file (step 346). If such code exists, it may then be 
executed (step 348). 
0040 Pen up and pen down movements may also consti 
tute events (step 350), and like the character event mentioned 
above can also be associated with special event code. Conse 
quently, upon reading a pen up or pen down event, run-time 
engine 102 reads or checks, for example, the application 
program file for special event code associated with the pen up 
or pen down event (step 352). If special event code is located, 
the instructions are executed (step 354). On the other hand, if 
no special event code is located, or if code is located and 
executed, run-time engine 102 verifies that the pen event 
occurred within drawing control (step 356). If so, the pen 
strokes are captured and displayed in the drawing control of 
PDA 100 (step 358). Afterwards, processing returns to step 
318 for another event completion. Like the above examples, 
any of the special event codes may include one or more 
synchronization commands and the like. 
0041 Turning now to FIG. 3D, another example of an 
event completion includes a form start-up event (step 360). 
After reading or detecting this event, run-time engine 102 
checks, for example, the application program file for any 
“beforedraw” code associated with the form (step 362). This 
code may facilitate, for example, actions to be taken before 
the form is displayed, including one or more database Syn 
chronization commands. Accordingly... any “beforedraw 
code located by run-time engine 102 may be executed prior to 
displaying the form (step 364). After execution of any 
“beforedraw' code, the selected form may be displayed on 
PDA 100 (step 366). Subsequently, run-time engine 102 
checks, for example, the application program file for any 
“afterdraw code associated with the form (step 368). As with 
the “beforedraw' code, any “afterdraw' code, including any 
synchronization commands, may be executed (step 370) 
before returning to step 318. 
0042. Yet another example of an event completion 
includes an event indicating that drawing control is complete 
(step 372). This event could include, for example, tapping a 
particular button, or selecting an option from a menu. What 
ever the case, run-time engine 102 then checks the application 
program file to see whether any validation code has been 
scripted with this event (step 374). If so, the validation code is 
executed, including any synchronization commands (step 
376). Then, processing returns to step 318 and awaits another 
event completion. 
0043 Still yet another event completion includes an event 

to close a particular form (step 378). Like the above events, 
after a form is closed, run-time engine 102 checks the appli 
cation program file to see whether any code, in this case 
termination code, has been scripted (step 378). If so, the 
termination code is executed, including any synchronization 
commands (step 380), and processing returns to step 318 for 
another event completion. 
0044 FIG. 4 illustrates one example of a process utilizable 
for executing aparticular piece of code Such as a Subroutine or 
the like. In particular, the process depicted in FIG. 4 exem 
plifies the execution of any of the validation, special event, 
start-up, or tap codes discussed above. More specifically, 
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processing commences with an instruction or command to 
execute a particular piece of code (step 402). In response, 
run-time engine 102 locates the code in the application pro 
gram file (step 404) and begins retrieving and executing the 
instructions or “tokens' (step 408). Processing follows the 
logic dictated by the code until a done instruction or token is 
retrieved (step 410). Upon retrieving a done token, processing 
ends. If the token retrieved is something other than a done 
instruction, the function or command specified by the token is 
executed (step 412). This process continues until the code 
segment completes execution, as determined by the above 
mentioned done token. 

0045 Examples of the execution of possible commands or 
instructions are now described with reference to FIGS. 
5A-5B. FIG. 5A illustrates execution of a synchronization 
command. In this regard, after retrieving and identifying a 
token as a synchronization command (step 502), the instruc 
tion is executed by calling, for example, sync processes 104 
and 114 (FIG. 1). In response, sync processes 104 and 114 
reconcile and update each of the databases implemented on, 
for example, PDA 100 and PC 110. Thus, if during the course 
of execution of awarehouse inventory application a synchro 
nization command is encountered, sync processes 104 and 
114 may be called to update or reconcile a central database 
located on PC 110 to include any data collected by PDA 100 
Subsequent to execution of the last synchronization process. 
Furthermore, in wireless environments, synchronization may 
occur without the user having to leave the warehouse and 
position PDA 100 into a docking cradle. 
0046. In addition to the synchronization command illus 
trated in FIG.5a, embodiments of the present invention con 
template utilizing a synchronization command that synchro 
nizes only certain of the databases implemented on PDA 100 
and PC 110. Furthermore, other embodiments contemplate 
synchronization commands that can be used to return or pass 
control to a particular application after synchronization. 
These and other features may be implemented utilizing a 
synchronization command with one or more parameters. 
More specifically, the parameters included with the synchro 
nization command may be used to indicate the specific data 
bases to be reconciled. Similarly, the parameters may be used 
to indicate one or more applications to which control is to be 
passed after synchronization. Referring to FIG. 5b, one 
example of Such a synchronization command with param 
eters is now described. 

0047. In FIG. 5B, after retrieving a synchronization com 
mand and parameter (step 10), Synchronization is effected by 
calling, for example, sync processes 104 and 114. In addition, 
any parameters included with the command are also passed to 
sync processes 104 and 114 (step 512). From there, sync 
processes 104 and 114 reconcile and update each of the data 
bases identified by the parameters included with the synchro 
nization command or instruction (step 514). For example, a 
parameter may be included that directs sync process 104 and 
114 to update only a warehouse inventory application data 
base. In this manner, only certain databases implemented on 
PDA 100 and PC 110 may be reconciled or synchronized 
resulting in a Substantial time savings. In addition, other 
parameters may also be included with the synchronization 
command described above. For instance, a designer may 
identify an application to which control is to be passed after 
synchronization. Thus, as an example, during execution of a 
warehouse inventory application, a synchronization com 
mand may include a parameter that indicates that control 
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should be returned to the inventory application after synchro 
nization. Or, in the alternative, control may be passed to an 
entirely different application. In either of these cases, control 
may be passed to the point during execution where the Syn 
chronization instruction was retrieved, or the application may 
be executed from its beginning. 
0048 Referring to FIG. 6, one example of a process uti 
lizable by run-time engine 102 for implementing the synchro 
nization commands mentioned above is now described. Ini 
tially, any parameters retrieved from the application program 
file may be extracted from the synchronization instruction 
(step 602). For example, the name of the database(s) to be 
reconciled and the application that is to receive control after 
the reconciliation procedure may be obtained. Similarly, a 
parameter indicating that all of the databases are to be recon 
ciled may also be extracted. Subsequently, memory in the 
PDA may be allocated for the extracted parameters (step 
606). This allocated memory may then be cleared or set to null 
(step 610) and assigned to, for example, a PDA operating 
system (step 614). One example of such an operating system 
includes Palm OS offered by Palm, Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif. 
0049. Afterwards, the previously extracted parameters 
may be written to memory (step 618). Some examples of the 
parameters that may be written to memory at this time include 
the names of the databases to be reconciled, an identification 
number identifying the calling application program, an appli 
cation that is to receive control after reconciliation, and the 
like. In addition, a launch code may also be written to memory 
indicating, for example, that all of the databases are to be 
reconciled (step 622). Then, sync processes 104 and 114 may 
be launched (step 626). More specifically, run-time engine 
102 instructs, for example, the operating system to call Sync 
processes 104 and 114 and provides the operating system 
with, for example, the identification number of the calling 
application program, any launch code, and the memory 
address containing the stored parameters, and the like. From 
there, sync processes 104 and 114 synchronize the databases 
and direct control to an application program as determined by 
the above-discussed parameters. 
0050. In addition to the synchronization commands dis 
cussed above, embodiments of the present invention also 
contemplate executing instructions or commands for per 
forming arithmetic calculations including trigonometric and 
other mathematical calculations, conditional expressions and 
conditional branching to particular segments of the applica 
tion program, drawing on a PDA screen using graphical com 
mands, alteration of the content of displayed screen objects, 
communicating with other computing devices over serial or 
TCP/IP connections, locating and calling external callable 
modules located on PDA 100, and the like. Examples of 
specific command functions include graphics commands, 
control and logic Statements, arithmetic functions, character 
functions, Palm OSTM functions, serial port functions, trigo 
nometric functions, Screen object properties and methods, 
date objects properties and methods, string object methods, 
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table object properties and methods, socket connection 
objects and methods, time object properties and methods, and 
the like. As an example of the methods and properties pro 
vided by one object, the time object allows the setting and 
retrieval of any of an hour, minute or second from a time 
value. 
0051. An example of internal hardware that could be used 
for the various devices mentioned above (including PDA 100 
and PC 110) is now shown with regard to FIG. 7. Referring to 
FIG. 7, a CPU 704 is in communication with a memory/ 
storage device 706 via bus 702. CPU 704 can be any number 
of different types of processors, including those manufac 
tured by Intel Corporation or Motorola of Schaumberg, Ill. 
The memory/storage device 706 can be any number of dif 
ferent types of memory devices such as DRAM and SRAM as 
well as various types of storage devices, including magnetic 
and optical media. Furthermore, memory/storage device 706 
can also take the form of a transmission. 
0.052 Embodiments of the present invention contemplate 
that various portions of Software for implementing the Vari 
ous aspects of the present invention as previously described 
can reside in memory/storage device 706. 
0053 A display device 708 is also shown, which could be 
any number of devices conveying visual and/or audio infor 
mation to a user. Also in communication with bus 702 is a 
transfer interface 710 for allowing device 700 to interface 
with other devices. 
0054. In general, it should be emphasized that the various 
components of embodiments of the present invention can be 
implemented in hardware, software, or a combination 
thereof. In Such embodiments, the various components and 
steps would be implemented in hardware and/or software to 
perform the functions of the present invention. Any presently 
available or future developed computer software language 
and/or hardware components can be employed in Such 
embodiments of the present invention. For example, at least 
some of the functionality mentioned above could be imple 
mented using C or C++ programming languages. 
0055. It is also to be appreciated and understood that the 
specific embodiments of the invention described hereinbefore 
are merely illustrative of the general principles of the inven 
tion. Various modifications may be made by those skilled in 
the art consistent with the principles set forth hereinbefore. 

1. A method of reconciling data between a host device and 
a remote device connected to the host device, the method 
comprising steps of 
commencing execution of an application on the remote 

device; 
executing a synchronization instruction from the applica 

tion; and 
synchronizing data stored in the remote device with data 

stored in the host device. 
2-20. (canceled) 


